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CLEARWATER VALLEY
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I tke all of my recycling things to Lewiston which is 64 miles from my home. Yes
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes There's too much stuff going to the landfills that could be recycled locally or sent somewhere. We pay for our garbage to get 

hauled to Missoula, why won't people pay to help reduce landfill material?
Yes

CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes THIS IS DESPERATELY NEEDED IN THIS AREA TO CONSERVE OUR NATURAL RESOURCES AND OUR COMMUNITY Yes

CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Terrific to see this survey!!  Two weeks ago I was literally crushed and heartbroken when I was left with no choice but to deliver 
all my recycling collected the last year go to Simmons Sanitation to a dumpster and not to a recycling bin.  I was advised by a 
sanitation worker the closest recycling center is in Moscow.  I had option to deliver my waste to my parents in Lewiston who 
would have taken to the Lewiston center.  I felt horrible allowing waste to disturb Mother Earth.

Yes

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi No Recycling should be mandatory to reduce solid waste transport and disposal fees. Yes
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes Attention also should be paid to reducing the amount of packaging materials on items bought in the stores.  Options should be 

made available for refilling containers, bringing your own containers, and buying items that are not encased in layers of plastic.
Yes

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes it seems I, with charges, am already paying for it Yes
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes It's past time for the county to have recycling! Landfills are running out of space. Yes
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes Paying for it is less expensive in the long run.  Could charge more for those that don't recycle. Yes
CV 83536 Yes Up to 1 mi No I believe to make it work here it would have to be an easy, convenient and free process.  Right now any recycle glass, 

aluminum,cardboard I have saved up I take to Spokane with me when I visit my daughter.
Yes

CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi N/R We need to save the environment by recycling.  Idaho and Lewis Counties are behind the eight-ball.  Once you get used to the 
idea, it's so simple to sort your recycled items and deliver them to the recycling center.  Some states and counties provide 
recycling containers for use at home.  Idaho is a beautiful State with all its natural resources, but without recycling, it won't be 
that way much longer. Although I live in Lewis County, I would be willing to drive across the river to Idaho County to support a 
recycling program.

Yes

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes could there be info circulated through the schools to help motivate kids and education on how recycling helps the planet? No
CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi No Waste of time No
CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Though I checked yes on paying to support a recycling program, my first thought is not wanting to fund it with more tax. 

(something you may get tired of hearing in this area) I know recycling costs money, but if done correctly and efficiently, it should 
be close to self sustaining I would hope. It won't be a huge revenue generator for the sanitation services or gov't entities, but it is 
something that should be in place and if needed perhaps partially subsidized.

No

CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes i live in lewis co. there should be a rate drop on garbage . but there wont be same problem if we get a new water plant in kamiah 
we can not lower are water rate

No

CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes The recycling market is at a stand still so where would it all go if we do use this service?   In other states recycling companies 
just package it and place it on empty lots to sit because there are no buyers and no place for it to go.

No

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi No The cost of the recycling program should be paid via saving to the solid waste company via fewer tipping fees at the land fill. No

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes It's extremely important, and people need to realize it-in fact, it should be required No
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes We need one! No
CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi Yes Yard waste is not organic waste.  It is wasted organics.  I use worms to recycle that. No
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CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi Yes As for response #4, "how much payment" would be the question.  Also, I've always thought it a great shame that plastic 
mike/water jugs are trucked to a landfill, rather than "melted down" and the material re-used.  The same with so many other 
types of materials.

No

CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It is necessary! No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No A well run recycling plan would be self suporting No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No Don't we already pay a refuse fee with out property taxes?  Maybe some of this could be allocated to recycling. No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No none No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No Oregon does not charge additional fees for recycling.  Why can't our commissions figure this out. No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No Recyling would pay for itself if managed properly. No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi No The cost savings from not hauling the recycled materials to the landfill should offset the cost of the program as is demonstrated 

by Clearwater County recycling program.  It's very frustrating that Idaho County can't seem to get the collectors (Walco & 
Simmons Sanitation) to provide these services.

No

CV 83536 Yes 15+ mi No No new taxes or fees of anykind we pay to much allready, if Idaho County wants to Recycle the program should support (Pay 
for itself) itself with the profits from Recycling otherwise, I will not support, or pay for it. In these hard times any additional fees 
are unjustified for the property owners. Most people are having a hard time just paying for basic necesities and at this time 
Recycling would be an un-welcome unafordable luxuary.

No

CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi No The trash service, that the county provides now, is overpriced for the inadequate service received. The dumpsters need to be 
emptied more often. The new proposed locations for the dumpsters is inconveient and I will need to drive  an additional 5 miles 
to use, I should send you a bill for the extra fuel that will be required to dump my trash. The new location of the dumpsters and 
my invision of how we will be required to use them is very inconvienent am I now going to be required to carry each bag of trash 
thru a metal gate to place in in the dumpster who's stupid idea was this, making it totally inconveient to use the dumpsters which 
is going to cause trash to be scattered all over the place making the dump locations to be a complete eye sore and a sanitary 
desaster. This will encourage some people to just drive into the forest and dump there garbage destroying the beauty that we all 
enjoy. The dumpster location as they currently are located should remain. Whoever decided to move the dumpsters and 
decided to construct thoes ugly unsitely fences has done a disservice to the county and I will remember this when elections 

No

CV 83536 Yes 6-15 mi No Only if it makes money for the county and not just for the trash collectors No
CV 83536 Yes Up to 1 mi No We shouldb't have to pay for a recycling program since it would make money on the items sold. No
CV 83536 Yes 2-5 mi Yes it' a shame that it doesn't exist. could it be possible to donate to companies that use recycled stuff to make their products?  

Or...have one large site for yard waste that is turned into wood chips and compost that the county sells back to homeowners? (I 
would buy compost)

N/R

CV 83536 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes recycling seems to be a must these days . I hope Idaho Co. starts a recycle program soon . N/R
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes I have heard that sometimes recycling ends up just being carted away and thrown in some dump or the ocean or in china... 

don't want that to happen!
Yes

CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes should be built in to garbage fee in property trax. Yes
CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes We need one! We have asked Simmons several time to place a recycling container near Syringa and they refuse to do so 

unless we pay.  Seems there are federal laws about this?  I hope this can happen as it is socially irresponsible to not have 
recycling easily available.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I believe it is a necessity, not just an option, for us to recycle as much as possible.  For everyone's sake! Yes
CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I save all my recyclables and run to either McCall or Moscow about 4-5 times/year.  We can't not do this. We have to do this! Yes

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Most people would love to be able to recycle in this area if it was made an option. We all are concerned about the enviroment. Yes

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes We should be recycling for our area, our country and the world.  It incredulous that we are not! Yes
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CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I am a renter in Idaho County, but would still be willing to pay something somehow to enable recycling to happen in this county.  
It surely seems time to make a concerted effort to recycle here.  Hopefully the land owners will not have to foot the whole bill 
through taxes or fees.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I would be willing to pay if they keep it affordable.  And the monies they make go to a good cause, such as schools, children 
programs, people in need.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No I am not willing to pay because of the benefits you would receive from the recycling. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No I don't think that this is optional - I think it should have been started a LONG time ago! Yes
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No Easy to understand education on recycling. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes Greatly needed, and don't forget the savings in hauling what is now garbage to Missoula! Yes
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes I hope this can grow into recycling unwanted items too good for the dumpster also!  I said I could volunteer, but I can't do that 

this year.  I could help next year.
Yes

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes I would also like to recycle electronic items, like old phones and cell phones. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes If handled correctly, Idaho County may even be able to save money on trash collection.  Recycling is a long-term issue that has 

been ignored for far too long.  This obsession with short-term issues and the reduction of government in our lives is not serving 
the general public well.  There is a reasonable role that government can play in the lives of its citizens.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi Yes Please do it!  We will drown in our thrash otherwise.  I have a good friend the travels north often and takes my recyclables along 
with hers to Moscow.  Bless Her!  They take up to #7 plastics

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We need this and what little we had is greatly missed.  Thanks for your efforts to get this up and going. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We need to be part of the country's going green campaign. We would rather pay to recycle than pay to have it shipped to the 

landfill.
Yes

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It is about time because we travel to Lewiston, Moscow and New Meadows to recyle.  Contact Adams County if you need to see 
to run a successful recycle program.  All of the small towns, Council, New Meadows have great recycling centers.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes If we had to pay I would hope that the fee would be minimal as the recycling center would already profit from the items that they 
receive.

Yes

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It needs to happen. Signs say "Idaho is too great to liter"  and I feel it is TOO GREAT NOT TO RECYCLE. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes People need to be educated.  Not just the people who serve on the committees and get the info. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Start slowly but get it started now. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We are the biggest county in the State of Idaho.  I think we could support a recycling program. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We shouldn't have to pay if the program is run correctly.  The savings in landfill costs and sale of recycled items should cover 

the additional costs.
Yes

CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi No Dump off spots should be at current dump sites Yes
CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi No I would be willing to recycle if it saves the county money  or is the same cost as hauling it to Montana if it costs me the same as 

hauling it to the dumpster. This must be cost effective which it isn't if it costs more than disposal.
Yes

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes It's definitely needed. Yes
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi No It's got to be super easy for me No
CV 83539 Yes N/R Yes As it is, We have to drive to Moscow for comprehensive recycling. I think it's a very important service to have in any community. 

We would be willing to pay for the service. I suggest looking into grants to help augment costs if it is not financially feasible.  
How about looking into a small biofuel station (rape seed oil, etc.) to generate some income also.  Thanks again.

No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I do not think that many will be willing to pay for the recycling. It needs to be centrally located, and the towns would be the best 
bet to locate the centers, or where the dumpsters will be located. I am more concerned about the dumpster situation.... the 
centralized location will cause more trash and littering at the old spots. but I would still put them together-

No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I would be interested in knowing the cost of the program.  If I did pay for it, I would like to have it within our community. No
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CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Keep Idaho County Green No
CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes This  service is very much needed in our area No
CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes WE BETTER ACT NOW ON RECYCLING HERE IN IDAHO COUNTY, THE POPULATION IS INCREASING EACH YEAR, IN 

THE LONG RUN RECYCLING WILL HELP THIS COUNTY A LOT. THANKS
No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Wish we had people who cared about the environment and those who quit abusing the dumpsters. No
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No I would love to recycle everything possible if my county could make it convient for me.  I believe the county and waste 

management company should make this a priority in Idaho County.
No

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No recycling should be able to pay for itself.  I spend more time pulling stuff out of the trash and disassembling it than what I throw 
away.

No

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No there is a lot of support for recycling, lets get it going again! No
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No We already drive 10 miles to take the few items Simmons accepts at the transfer station.  We are willing to continue that trip and 

hope more items will be accepted in the future.  I seriously doubt charging for a recycling program will work in Idaho County.
No

CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No We pay for garbage disposal and I'd like the opportunity to have a location for recycling stuff that can be. No
CV 83539 Yes 15+ mi No As a business that is being taxed double for refuse, would this help in lowering or possibly eliminating part of this tax? No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Get going!!!!!!!!!!!! No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I think it's an essential component of waste management.  Thanks for taking it on! No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We really need this. Everything we keep out of the landfill saves money. No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes no enough money in it to do it at this time. No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes responsible living requires it, regardless of cost. No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We compost yard waste and burn the lumber waste in our fireplace. No
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We need to do this No
CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi No we already pay though the nose!!!! for garbage, and I now recycle my cans in Lewiston and get paid (Not much right now) yard 

waste we do composte
No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi No We pay enough for garbage pick up connected to our property tax. Recycling could be done at the same pick up station. No
CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi No We need this!! The recycling program in Clearwater County (Orofino) is making money for the county. I read about it in the 

newspaper...can't we follow their program? The idea of reusing, recycling and reducing waste are in alignment with a 
conscientious way of living. Let's get with it!

No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi No I can't imagine why anyone should pay to deliver "raw materials" (metal, glass, aluminum, etc.) to a recycling center when the 
owners of the center would profit from those materials.  In fact, I believe that citizens should receive a reduction in garbage 
collection fees because both Simmons Sanitation and the County would profit from the endeavor.

No

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi No I know it is costly, even when the prices are up. With all those rail cars out there, ship it by rail would probably be cheaper and 
safer than tractor trailers.

No

CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi No I think it would be of help but as a senior I cannot afford another bill No
CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi No If everything was 'sold' to recycling companies, we would not need to pay for it.....we would make money out of the selling of 

said items.
No

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi No We had a recycling trailer at Fenn Ranger Station, but Simmons Sanitation removed it because of the drop in metals prices. It is 
a shame, because it was always full.

N/R

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi N/R It is really needed N/R
CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi N/R I feel that this is necessary  so that people will realize how  much waste is consumed from one  person, or a whole family. As far 

as  the money issue goes you should be  giving more info; as to how much money  ect.
N/R

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi Yes recycling makes sense and is the right thing to do N/R
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CV 83539 Yes Up to 1 mi No What benefit do we derive from recycling?  We haul, we recycle, we pay for garbage, now for recycling also will be an added 
cost?  AND according to the end you wish us to pay and then volunteer too!!!  I would definitely do whatever I could do to help 
IF when the sanitation department was not having to deal with all the above recyclables, our garbage rates would decrease 
drastically.  I assume that the recycling would be a private company and not another way for the sanitation department to get 
into our pockets?

N/R

CV 83539 Yes 2-5 mi N/R I feel like we are already paying a lot to have our garbage taken care of, and that if we all paid by the pound it would be a much 
fairer system.  People would recycle more and be more concious of what they were hauling down to the dumpsters.

N/R

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi N/R Question #4 is difficult.... I would rather see a discount for those who recycle and a higher rate for those who don't. Doesn't that 
really make sense? Think about it.

N/R

CV 83539 Yes 6-15 mi N/R Used oils.  Paint cans. N/R
CV 83552 Yes 15+ mi Yes Why wouldn't people want to recycle if it was available? Yes
CV 83552 Yes 2-5 mi Yes please bring one back Yes
CV 83552 Yes 2-5 mi Yes This must happen! I currently drive to Moscow to recycle. Most people wouldn't even consider this. There is already not enough 

room for our general trash - if people started recycling - this would be not as much of a problem. Along with recycling - we need 
to implement an education program about it and why it is better. People just don't know the benefits!

Yes

CV 83552 Yes 15+ mi Yes Not so expensive that people won't drive the gas $ to do it. Now to get others onboard. Great idea long time in coming Yes
CV 83552 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Re mileage, we live pretty far out, but I would probably think twice if facility were much more than 25 miles distant. I think that 

recycling is vital to the survival of our communities!  I would happily volunteer time to work at a recycling facility, as I am semi 
retired now.

Yes

CV 83552 Yes 6-15 mi Yes when will it start Yes
CV 83552 Yes 2-5 mi No important, but sounds difficult to get to the next step Yes
CV 83552 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Why can't we bring in our own industry to do recycling for the central / northern Idaho area? No
CV 83552 Yes 15+ mi No We are in a unique situation in Idaho County.  Most of us are people who live in way that does not generate a great deal of 

waste. However, I and my family and friends, hate to see what waste we do generate go to a landfill. I feel that since we haul 
our own garbage, burn our own paper waste, and reuse what we can (the ultimate recycling tool) our taxes should pay for this 
service of recycling everything else.

No

CV 83552 Yes 15+ mi No Locate near dumpster sites if possible.  Be sure the recycler picks up often as previous attempt was aweful with recycling bins 
overfull.  I would like to assist with development and implementation but work full time and can not at this point in time.

No

CV 83552 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I would like to have a station (trailor) with designated places to place recyclable items and then have the trailor replaced on a 
regular basis so that it was always available.

No

CV 83552 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I do recycle some items now.  I haul them to Lewiston.  At this time I do not put any paper products in the garbage.  I burn 
everything.  I take all yard waste to our own burn pile on private property.

No

CV 83552 Yes 6-15 mi Yes needs to be convenient No
CV 83552 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes The pay part would depend on how much that came to each month or year. No
CV 83552 Yes Up to 1 mi No Leave the dumpsters where they are.  The local residents take things they can use which is real recycling.  That costs nobody 

any money and saves local people money.  One man's trash is another man's treasure.
No

CV 83552 Yes 2-5 mi No We need to get other vendors access to bid this service!!! No
CV 83552 Yes Up to 1 mi N/R What would be the cost of recycling? N/R
CV 83536 No Up to 1 mi Yes I hate to see lip service given to RECYCLING, it could be done very cost effective with TRAINS, but no one really wants it, 

(RECYCLING) ,that are making the decisions. it would be easy to do with the right plans in place. This has been taboo for 49 
years I have lived here, just same ole lip service.

No

CV 83536 No Up to 1 mi Yes I think it's a great idea.  And as you know, Orofino has made it a profitable venture.  Waste not, want not! No
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CV 83536 No Up to 1 mi No I would think that the recycling its self would pay for the recycling program. However, if absolutely need be, I would pay a small 
fee.

No

CV 83536 No N/R Yes I think it is a shame that we do not currently have any recycling facility in this area!  I would absolutely support any recycling 
efforts.

N/R

CV 83539 No N/R Yes Currently, the citizens of Idaho county are paying to haul and dispose of all of the above recycleable materials anyway as 
normal trash.  Sorting it before it gets hauled out of the county just seems to make sense, even if the county doesn't make a 
profit from selling the materials to recyclers.

No

CV 83539 No N/R Yes i think it is an important step for us to take as citizens of this county both economically and environmentally but most of all so 
necessary for our childrens sake!  What about incorporating a "free box" where people can leave used items that can be taken 
by anyone who could use them - this "free box" could be routinely emptied by local thrift stores.

No

CV 83539 No N/R No We don't need to pay towards this as the selling of the recycling should recompense accordingly....we should be making money 
by selling the stuff!

N/R

CV 83552 No Up to 1 mi No Recycling is nothing but a lot of work and you have to store all of the boxes of waist somewhere. Also it costs a lot for what you 
get which is nothing. The only people who make out are the trash site owners...

No

CV 83536 N/R Up to 1 mi Yes Make it simple to keep the cost down No
CV 83539 N/R N/R N/R I would hope that only the initial startup would need financial support. It should become selfsupporting or even make money. N/R

ELK CITY
EC 83525 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It's about time! Income from recycled stuff would offset some of the cost of garbage collection. No
EC 83525 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes I am able to pay a small fee for recycling, but with economics the way they are it would have to be nominal. No
EC 83525 Yes 2-5 mi No have community service folks work at the recycling center....teach people to work to stay out of trouble No
EC 83525 Yes 15+ mi No We should not be required to pay for it it should fund itself or not be done No
EC 83525 N/R N/R N/R We want to recycle everything. I don't know how the Forest Service would work out the payment. I think there should be a 

recycling area in the Elk City area.
N/R

GRANGEVILLE
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I was extremely disappointed that Walco discontinued their small recycling program. Currently, I travel to New Meadows to drop 

off my recyclables; however my garage is getting overloaded, as I rarely make it out of town!
Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I would really love to have a local recycling facility.  I would like to be able to recycle and help the environment. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes I would definately pay under 10 dollars to recycle in Grangeville. Right now I am hauling it to Lewiston, Moscow and Missoula. Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Perhaps if private industry isn't able to support themselves with recylcing we need to look at making it a government run facility. Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes A pay-as-you-use site would be preferrable. Solid waste providers should have this as part of the service, and overall these 
providers should better promote their programs such as Grangeville yard waste pickup. Walco is a good service provider but a 
very poor promoter of its services. Recycling county-wide needs to be coordinated and promoted. Take promotion and 
programming lessons from success of Grangeville Farmers Market. Tie some groups or organizations into recycling effort for 
better accountability and likelihood of success.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes As a business owner, I am very interested in recycling.  We throw away so much cardboard and paper, it should be recycled.  I 
would be interested in recycling plastics as well.  We throw away a huge amount of plastic bottles daily.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Please get this to happen we currently take our recycleing to Lewiston, Boise, or New Meadows. We have to fill the back of our 
truck up throughout the month then take it all at once. We would love to use our truck for other purposes! Thank you for doing 
this!!!

Yes

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Please provide the opportunity to recylce in a more convenient manner - drop boxes? Yes
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GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Bring back recycling! Yes
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes I am hesitant regarding my above answer mainly because I feel that if I recycle, I should get some kind of break on my garbage 

pick-up price.  As it is, we transport all of our recycling to Lewiston (plastic, cardboard, newspapers, aluminum, and tin) and 
Moscow (only place that takes glass) and I am very concerned that there are no local options for recycling.  I think that it is 
critical that our community emphasizes the importance of recycling upon our youth.  I would like to help the effort, especially as 
it pertains to getting the local businesses and gov't, but my time is pretty limited due to work, family, and other volunteer 
commitments.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes It is INEXCUSABLE that this county does not have a recycling program! The county and cities must require this of the waste 
contractor, or bring in another contractor to provide it.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Not having recycling the past few years has doubled or even tripled our need to garbage service Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes currently we recycle all materials and as a result we set out our trash can one a month for Walco to take away but we are 

charged for weekly pick up if folks could be charged less for a monthly pick I could see an increase in recycling. once folks 
realize there is money to be made or saved thats when the rubber hits the road.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Grangeville Elementary Middle School misses the opportunity to teach about the importance of recycling to students.  Sixth 
Grade students were early activists in local recycling and hope to again be involved in this environmentally conscious program.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I have always lived in an area where recycling is considered VERY important for the continued health of our planet! I have paid 
for it and have been happy to do so. I think as a community, people need to understand the importance and necessity of 
recycling and not keep their heads buried in the sand and backwards way of thinking about our continued resources. Best of 
luck getting this program going!

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I think in this environmental time it is shameful that we are not recycling. My preference would be curb recycling because I 
believe that is the most effective way but if I must I will travel to recycle. Then we all must be encouraged to use items made 
from recycled material.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Recycling is VITAL to our environment.  I support is whole-heartedly! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes there just needs to be one. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes We need this program Bad! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No please Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No we soarly need recycling in this area.  Make it easy on people and they will recycle.  Thank you for your efforts. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Recycling is no longer available in Grangeville.  I have lived in smaller towns that recycled three times as much as Grangeville 

used to when I moved here six years ago, and it was all volunteer labor.  Please start a program back in Grangeville!  Walco 
doesn't seem to want to do anything that doesn't make them a lot of money.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No If this isn't supported locally, than the locality should support a state deposit (refundable) on beverage containers.  When a 
recycling facility existed in Grangeville, we transported our recyclables 13 miles to be recycled.  Now that the facility is closed, 
we transport them 65+ miles to Lewiston to be recycled.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No if i had anything to say about it we would put in a eco friendly landfill and use the methane produced by idaho and other 
surrounding counties to produce power.  that would make idaho county a little money

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes We must stop filling our planet with trash and there must be a sensible means of recycling. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes A vital responsibility for all citizens. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes I already take my recyling to Moscow, at least once a month.  I personally only fill a trash can to take to the dumpster, about 

once every 2 months!  Please see the long range good of recycling , and the savings of resources as part of the equation!
Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes I say yes to paying to support the program, but with some hesitation.  Presently I take most of my recycling to New Meadows. 
Their system is very convenient.

Yes
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GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Ideally, recycling should be county-driven AND SUBSIDIZED.  I now take my recycling to Lewiston and so, of course, I SHOP!  
There is an immense interest in recyling throughout Idaho County and I'm quite sure most folks would not mind paying a couple 
extra bucks in taxes to get this thing going.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes I'm still saving almost all the above recyclable materials. I have my own landfill for inert waste, and slash piles on which I burn 
paper and construction waste. I hope to eventually sell the steel and Aluminum. Very little of my waste ends up in municipal 
garbage and I resent having to pay for something I don't use. But I don't know what system could be used to compensate the 
recycling people among us.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes let's get it going - we currently save our recylables and take them to Lewiston when we go Yes
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes We believe that paying to recycle is a far better solution than shipping all to a remote location.  Finding solutions should be part 

of the County Plan and then enforcing it.
Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes At this time most recyclables are being hauled with our garbage to a distant land fill.  I has to be a cost saver to Walco to recycle 
and subsidising it with property tax dollars or adding it to our garbage collection bill makes sence.  I'm talking a minimal fee.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I have always thought that those of us who do recycle should have a lower garbage fee or maybe some kind of a credit system 
for a percentage of our fee.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I know many people that are hauling their recyclables to Lewiston, Moscow, or McCall when they head that way.  WE are taking 
advantage of these people; we need to pay our own way and have a center in Idaho County.  There is much support!

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It is needed!! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It seems so wrong to toss these items in the garbage when they could be recycled-- we really do need a recycling program!!!! Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes please do something!   It's a shame that we have nothing here for everyone who wants recycling!  Thanks for working on this. Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Reducing costs of trucking material to landfills should be counted as a benefit of the recycling program Yes
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes This is an important issue not only because it is the right thing to do but also if the garbage Co's will cooperate it can save the 

Co. money
Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes This is urgently needed. Local businesses could help support by providing sorting bins at their locations for employees to place 
work place items in. It would also be nice to have local drop off sorting bins to capture items. Perhaps we could solicit volunteers 
who would retrieve from these collection sites and deliver to whatever central area is created. Don't hesitate to solicit volunteers 
to help support this!

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No I would appreciate recycling!!!!!!!!! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No We need a program that will pay for itself, provide a few jobs and recycle and produce a new usable product that doesn't need 

to be recycled.
Yes

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi No we need one Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No This is desperately needed. Would take care of the overflowing dumpsters!! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi N/R I would be willing to pay a recycling and solid waste fee that totals what I am paying now. MAYBE a bit more, but not much Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes In order to keep Idaho County the fine place that it can and should be, we must try to keep it green! Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Nampa has door to door recylcling so when I go visit I take everything I can to add to their recycles. I am on a fixed income so I 

couldn't pay much to a program but I would certainly support one. Because of my age I couldn't really do much volunteer work 
except phone or sitting down work.

Yes

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Needed very badly to save the envirnment from material pollution as much as possible. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes We really need to recycle. Yes
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I would pay a resonable amount but not a lot. No
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GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It would be all around cheaper and better for our environment if this was a possibility. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Please make this happen!  We currently drive to Lewiston or New Meadows and this is really inconvenient. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes The center needs to be clearly advertized. It would be very convenient if townspeope did NOT have to separate their recycling 

materials before dropping them off. Seperating recyclables is difficult in small homes without room for seperate recycling bins. 
However, I would not mind if our taxes were spent giving bins to residents as many other cities do. It would likely compel more 
people to use the program.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Recycling centers should be able to support themselves.  Tax payers shouldn't have to pay the bill for someone not able to 
manage their business.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No It is a shame that there is currently no opportunity for recycling in Idaho County. It pains me to throw away re-useable items in 
the trash. Any recycling program--for any and all items--would be a welcome addition to the county.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Chose a location and have facilities to prevent recycling material from being moved off site by the wind. Year round access 
would be good also.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes How much would this cost?  Would the county sub-contract?  How often would the pick up be at the drop area?  Is there a way 
that the county can make a profit or break even with a recyclign program?

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I miss the recycling spot in Grangeville and would love to have something available locally. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I see such a waste of paper and other recycles in this area. To further our world along, we need to recycle what we use instead 

of just throwing it away
No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It seems to me that a recycling program should be built into the solid waste contract......so Walco or Simmons or whomever 
would provide garbage pickup and a recycling program.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It would be nice of there was pick up for facilities that produce a lot of paper like the schools No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Lets get one.  It is a shame, and quite frankly un-American, to waste all of these recyclable products. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Of course, I don't think the price should be too high as the recycled products do have some value themsleves.  It could be a 

minimal amount added to our water sewer garabage bill.  Why fill the landfills when we could receycle.
No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Recycling should be mandated in the garbage disposal contract with the county as should a requirement that the contractor 
keep trash cleaned up along the highway to the transfer station.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Recyling is important to our future...especially managing our natural resources and tourism.  It's the responsible approach. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes When we lived in Lewiston the recycling was picked up the same day as the garbage and yard waste. It was very easy. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes With regards to the fees to support the effort, my support would of course depend on the fee levels.  At some point it becomes 

not worth the $$
No

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes HOw can we not be recycling?  This is our kids kids home and it has to be the best we can do.  Please make this happen.  It is 
vital!

No

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes please bring recycling back to our area... No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Recycling is responsible citizenship.  Currently I take all items to Lewiston and Moscow. No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes We already travel over 90 miles to recycle and are looking forward to a local recycling program. No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes We are currently taking our recycling to Lewiston when we go down there.  It is a tragedy that Walco discontinued their recycling 

program.  I would certainly be in favor of setting up a new program that is feesible for all to use.  In this day and age we certainly 
need this option and get more people invoved and aware of the rewards that recycling can give us.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes As responsible citizens, how can we not recycle? No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I feel very strongly that there should be a comprehensive recycling program in Grangevile No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I really miss having recycling available locally.  We used it regularly. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I would pay a nominal fee for recycling.  I sometimes travel to New Meadows and when visiting relatives in Spokane, bring 

recycling there.
No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes It would be nice to have a recycling center back in Grangeville. No
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GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Need it badly. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Right now I use the facilities in New meadows, which are very user friendly and open 24 hr. I would recommend that the 

committee check them out.
No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes The cost would have to be very reasonable, we travel some of our recycables to Lewiston already. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes We Need a place to recycle No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I think this is a great idea. Idaho is ONE OF THE MOST beautiful...States I have ever seen. Let's keep....it clean! besides let's 

help the beautiful earth.
No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes we truly need a program. Since Walco quit, we have been taking loads to Lewiston. We all need to recycle to make our world a 
better place.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No A recycling program in Idaho County should be lead by someone who understands the business model on how to generate a 
sustainable income from this program.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I ALREADY PAY TO HAVE MY TRASH REMOVED IF i HELP SORT MY TRASH IT SHOULDN'T COST MORE. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I probably wouldn't mind having to pay but like everything else once you start the prices become outrageous like the garbage 

disposal. I do think we need to have the aluminum cans recycling again, this helps kids and the under fortunate to earn a little 
extra money.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No My trash has doubled since the Recycling Center closed last December. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No Recycling center should be self sustaining or close to it. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No Should be owned and operated by Idaho County.  Any income from materials could be used to offset expenses. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No The recycling program in Idaho County should be part of our normal taxed based waste & garbage disposal from Walco, which 

we already pay into, and NOT raise that tax. As it is we have to haul our garbage to the dump/transfer station...are they really 
working for our dollars, they aren't. Recycling is just part of our responsibility of taking care of the environment, the place where 
we live. Walco doesn't loose money for there garbage disposal...remember they boycotted garbage pickup during a national 
forest fire emergency, so why not close the recycle center and punish the tax paying people again. After all if they are feeling 
cheated out of valuable tax dollars by another business in the county, namely Simmon Sanitation, let's not sit down at the table 
and settle this reasonably working with others, let's just punish the tax paying people! I realize the recycle center has been 
closed now since last year, does this make for us to feel sorry for them....poor little Walco.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No We need it No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Why can't we have a program that pays the people to recycle? No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Don't understand why WALCO finds it to expensive to keep the recycling going.  With the amount of money that we pay them it 

should be done.
No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I have missed the recycle center in Grangeville No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I said no to Q4. My reasoning is that whatever I pay for waste collection should be split between waste and recycling if recycling 

were re-established. Plastic and glass recycling were absent before, but I think are needed. I would be willing to take stuff to 
Lewiston if arrangements could be made for them to take stuff.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I think if you got the word out so people know about it and if you make it simple to implement people will do it! No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No People need to be educated in all forms of waste.  Currently most of the people are too lazy to even go to the transfer station, 

but choose to throw items in dumpsters designed for county residents.
No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No we don't have one. We do take aluminum to lewiston to recycle No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I do not feel in this econnomy people can keep paying& paying I do feel we need some kind of a recycling effort No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No if you want an effort, give a break on the garbage bill to reward recycling. other cities do it. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No It disgusts me to see the amount of recyclable materials being thrown away every day.  We need to protect our Earth! No
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GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No WE ALREADY PAY TO MUCH FOR A GARBAGE COMPANY THAT IS INEFFICIENT AND LACKS THE EDUCATION TO DO 
A GOOD JOB HERE. THEY ARE ALWAYS WHINING ABOUT THEIR COSTS AND ASKING FOR MORE $ - WE NEED SOME 
COMPETION HERE IN GRANGEVILLE. YOU NEED TO POSSIBLY ADVERTISE FOR ANOTHER OPTION FOR GARBAGE 
DISPOSAL.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I do not have the money to pay for the gas to take my items to the recycle center. I cannot afford it. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Recycling comes at a cost.  During these trying times, volunteer programs are at a premium, even programs partially funded by 

other sources.  If the county is going to spend money on a recycling program, they should think of the total cost/benefit it will 
have.  Recycling always sounds good, but the cost vs. benefit almost always makes it an unsound investment.  I think our 
county dollars might be better spent on necessary services, such as roads and law enforcement, rather on a superfluous 
recycling center.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Currently there is no recycling program that is truly recycling.  Everything goes to the landfill which defeats the purpose of 
recycling.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I am not going to have all the different container.  I do not agree with recycling We pay enough solid  waste that they can check 
things out better

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Too expensive, another added cost to the residents of the county. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi N/R We already pay to have garbage hauled away, why can't the recycler get paid to haul the recycleables away too. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes #4 - but not much No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes A small fee would not be too much No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes I checked 'no' on the last page because I have 2 jobs; however, I think it is vital to have a recycling program in Grangeveville! No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes it just seems very wasteful yo not have some sort of recycling mechanism here....even just for more "profitable"items No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes nothing is free.  I would be willing to pay something if required to support general household recycling.  I compost most of my 

applicable kitchen waste and the yard waste I can.  Thx for the efforts.
No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Now is the time to get this back in place.  People are still in the habit and we do not want to get out of the habit of recycling 
before we can get a program in place again.

No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Paying to support would depend on how much No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Should be tax supported. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes We need one very much No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes We really a place to recycle plastic and cardboard. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes We really, really need it! No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi Yes Willing to support as a community effort not a fee to participant. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I completely support a recycling program, no matter what the cost. It will cost us much more in the long run not to do it. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I think it is so important to recycle, but I understand that it's got to be economically feasible.  You can't expect someone to do it 

and lose money.
No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I travel now to Moscow to recycle.  I hope a market can be found for recycled materials, which I understand is the difficulty, now.  
I believe we can greatly reduce our waste by bringing less of it home to begin with and finding our own ways to reuse things that 
would otherwise go into the trash.  With a bit of creativity we can encourage self-initiated reuse; an open class division for 
recycling use at the County Fair, a Kids' club class using recycled materials, a bulletin board at the Farmers' Market to advertise 
clamshells, bottles, bags, etc for packaging local produce, etc.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Important to preserve our way of life in Idaho County No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Pay how much? No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Please get this program started. No
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GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Community responsive not arbitrary. Use events like Farmer Market for temp pickup. use as educational tool for schools seek 
grants to relieve burden on community,

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I say yes to paying for a recycleing program as it is just "not thinking" for one to believe recycling is or should be free.  I just 
don't want to be charged an arm and a leg Recycling fee, as there is only 1 person in my household.

No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I would be willing to pay a nominal fee, up to $10 a month for a recycling program. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Question #4 "Yes" would depend on the amount of the cost. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes There would be a lot less to put in dumpsters if we could recycle. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We can make this work somehow.  Thanks for seriously looking into possibilities. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We need one; right now, I take items to Lewiston on the few occasions I drive there. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We need some kind of a program. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We would pay a small recycling fee, but if it was too much people would not participate. No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Just make sure if we recycle that everything is recycled after it leaves my resents. Get a burning incenerator as well. No
GV 83530 Yes N/R Yes we need it No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No Blue curb side bins would be great, like garbage pick up in the city. We pay for garbage pick up monthly, plus on property tax. 

Recycling should be part of this service with no extra cost. Look at what would be saved to haul to Montana, and look at 
Waltco's profit line. Town residents pay double now, why not have the recycling included?

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No Can you have receptacles at the dump?  We live  4 mi. from town and go there anyway...would be  happy to recycle where we 
haul!

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I think that we need to have curbside recycling. I believe that more people would be willing to recycle if they could just take it to 
the curb in containers just for that purpose.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I think Walco should do it as part of their existing agreement with the county.  They got a huge contractual change for fuel.  Not 
fuel has moderated dramatically.  Use that money for recycling.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I would donate all my recycleable items to the program and not expect any payment for them. No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No lets do it No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No there are not enough people in Idaho County to really make it feasable. If the State were interested in recycling they would 

require deposits on all items to be recycled!!
No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No We already pay way too much for trash, and if we were to send less weight to the landfill, that savings would help toward a 
recycle program.  If the extra charge is low, then I may be willing to pay for recycling.

No

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I would just like to have the ability to accomplish basic recycling, which doesn't seem should be so difficult. Thank you! No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No It's a shame for recyclable items to go in the garbage! No
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No Would like to see it happen - miss Walco's BUT our water/sewer/garbage are high enough without extra costs.  What does 

Seattle do?  I can't volunteer - have too much on my plate now!
No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No Good Idea but will not work under the current structure No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I am not willing to support Walco if they are involved. We have to have a HUGE green tote that we cannot possible fill and three 

weeks and pay for it each week whether we use it or not.
No

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No I don't feel I should pay to recycle. The recycling company gets paid for their shipments to the destination site. No
GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No we are paying taxes now that should take care of it. No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No I just this recycling is crazy.  Someone has to convince me this is a real benefit.  Aluminum and maybe cardboard are the only 

things.  We live so far away from the plants, and gas is going up again.  I think the cost of shipping defeates it all.
No

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No We don't need a recycle program No
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi N/R I cannot comment on paying to support this effort without knowing what those costs would be. No
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GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi N/R Would a recycle area be located at the Walco landfill or some other designated collection area?  Would you put your recyclables 
in separate bins and then pay by the pound or how?  Would it be mandatory or voluntary for area residents to recycle?  If 
mandatory and they have to pay to support a recycling effort, you need to be cautious on the amount it would cost folks to 
dispose of their recyclables.  I can foresee people using the side of the road and/or public land as a dumping site if the fees are 
too high.  Also, it the fees are too high they may not even use it on a voluntarily basis.  I would also hope that you WOULD NOT 
attach a recycling tax to property taxes.  Folks who create garbage, should pay for the disposal of their garbage--not property 
owners!  And some people create a whole lot of garbage (recycling items) than others do.  I do support your recycling effort and 
would be willing to pay a small fee for recycling items.

No

GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes IT IS A MUST DO. No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Would be willing to pay some but not a lot. No
GV 83530 Yes Up to 1 mi No DONT WANT ANY N/R
GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi No I think Every community should do it's part by recycling. If our trash can be used for something better, then we should all do it. I 

hate seeing these over full dumpsters with items that could be recycled..
N/R

GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes This should be a priority for the commissioners to take whatever steps are necessary to start this with a plan to continue in 
increments until there is a comprehensive program.

N/R

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Follow the type of center structure at New Meadows. We have recyled at that location for years because Idaho County never 
maintained a true program.  Simple, clea,  easy access, not manned

N/R

GV 83530 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I miss having a site for recycling.  I was a constant user.  I think that we need to recycle as responsible citizens.  Perhaps I could 
help in some way.  Health issues may interfer, so at this time I will not add my name.

N/R

GV 83530 Yes 15+ mi No as for question #4. it needs to support its self without tax payer funding N/R
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi No I Want a recycling center or program! N/R
GV 83530 Yes 6-15 mi Yes just a moderate charge N/R
GV 83530 No Up to 1 mi Yes We need this service badly. Yes
GV 83530 No N/R Yes We really need something!  Thank you for pursuing this. Yes
GV 83530 No Up to 1 mi Yes we need a comprehensive system which accepts glass and plastic as well as paper and aluminum No
GV 83530 No Up to 1 mi No we pay enough in taxes now to cover this. No
GV 83530 No Up to 1 mi Yes it is needed to help reduce waste! N/R
GV 83530 No N/R Yes While living in MT I used a recycling program that was maintained by a program with special needs adults.  It gave them work 

and provided income for their program as well.  Do we have any such program?
N/R

GV 83530 No N/R Yes I would be willing to pay a reasonable fee for a nonprofit program. N/R
GV 83530 N/R 15+ mi No recycling is a waste of time and effort..it costs more to recycle most items than what a newly made item costs. No
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OTHER PRAIRIE
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I would be will to pay something for a recycling program but not an excessive fee amount. Yes
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes They recently started up a recycling program in Pocatello. The program is a huge success and efforts have gone as far as 

placing blue recycling cans in the Idaho State dorm lobbies in which they are filled up very quickly, thus reducing trash. Also, in 
Houston Texas, in some neighborhoods each household is issued a green and a blue recycling basket in which every family 
readily recycles their goods and sets the baskets out on the curb for the recycling truck to pick up.

Yes

OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Ask businesses also. Teach it in schools and reward those who do get involved. Get competitions going and ask hospitals, 
schools and the communities to be involved, publicize how much we are recycling , make it visible the difference it is making. 
Put children in the pictures, as they are inheriting our mess. Put the businesses that do it in the paper with kids...Recycling is an 
important thing for all of us. Is there any grant money available? You might also look at how to dispose of toxic things, 
batteries...Thank you for working towards this. It is really needed!

Yes

OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We desperately need an EASIER, more CONVENIENT and ACCESSIBLE recycling program in our county.  It MUST be all of 
these things to encourage people to do so.  A recycling EDUCATION component should also accompany your new recycling 
program to promote it, to and teach people about the benefits of recycling as well as how to do it properly.  THANK YOU for 
your efforts!

Yes

OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes Finding a recycling center that accepts all materials would be an enormous boost to the health of the Earth. Yes
OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes I would like to also see a "put and take" area for items that could be re-used by someone else. Yes
OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes The cost needs to be reasonable. Yes
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Please, please get one going! Yes
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Everything goes to landfill now, really need to do something different. Yes
OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I HAVE SOME  GROUND TO PUT A CENTER ON JUST EAST OF COTTONWOOD Yes
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi No Even if a recycling program costs money it needs to be weighed against the cost of transporting that same trash to a landfill No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi No We need to have a place to dump yard waste..  It is rediculous to have to dump grass in the dumpster.  To hard to lift heavy 

bags over your head...
No

OP 83522 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes We despirately need something like this, I hear many comments about how difficult it is to dump recyclables into the dumpsters. 
I feel that there would be many people that would participate, especially if there were recycle bins moved around the county to 
pick up recycling.

No

OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi No I believe our rural location make recycling a difficult and expensive undertaking. One should question the feasibility of having to 
drive a long distance to a drop off point, not to mention the time involved to the county residents. If a feasible approach which is 
beneficial to both the residents and the recycler could be developed I would support it.

No

OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi No I've heard it doesn't even pay to recycle plastics, cardboard, etc..... No
OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi No Lets get the solid waste problem--yes I know they can go hand in hand in some respects--under control first--regional landfill--

dumpsters etc.
No

OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes IF ITS CONVENIENT WE WOULD RECYCLE ALL THAT WE COULD. No
OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes It is absolutely necessary to recycle in the county. No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes A recycling program is absolutely necessary in Idaho County.  It would cut down on the items and volume being shipped to the 

landfills.  The amount I put in the dumpsters has increased three times since Idaho County no longer has a recycling program.
No

OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I think we need at least the ability to recycle the basics (aluminum, plastic & glass) No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes let us get going with a program~! It is sad that we stopped the little bit that we were doing. No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Many people are willing to recycle if it is available. No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Recycling will decrease the amount we are putting in landfills. No
OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Question 4 - that really depends upon how much money would be needed. No
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OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi No Don't restrict yourself to looking at NW locations only.  I lived in the Wash DC area and Burke Virginia had a good program.  It 
paid for itself.      Articles I have read about Moscow Idaho look good too.

No

OP 83522 Yes 6-15 mi No Must be close to the residents or probably won't be used.  We tried in Cottonwood via non profit, but when pickup at businesses 
stopped, the program essentially stopped.

N/R

OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi Yes I think it is a necessity and a responsibility for our environment. It would be nice not to have to take it to Lewiston. N/R
OP 83522 Yes 15+ mi Yes We need it! N/R
OP 83522 Yes 2-5 mi Yes It is definitely needed and I am sure it would be used.  Ony hope something can be done with the recycled items. N/R
OP 83526 Yes 15+ mi No The easier and more convenient to dispose of recyclable products, without costs involved, would provoke me to recycle.  Bins at 

each dumpster site, i.e. newspaper, glass, plastic, cardboard, aluminum, etc. would be a simple disposal of products.
Yes

OP 83526 Yes 6-15 mi Yes GET THE YOUNGER GENERATION ENVOLVED No
OP 83533 Yes 15+ mi No The last place that I lived had a recycling program and participants in the program actually paid less for trash disposal than 

people who didn't recycle.  That's probably the main reason that I wouldn't be willing to pay extra in order to recycle.  I've seen it 
done without added cost.

No

OP 83533 Yes 15+ mi No It keeps reusable waste out of the landfill. N/R

SALMON RIVER
SR 83547 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Make that a "maybe" on #4; depends on how far I'd have to drive.  I now recycle in New Meadows, often on my way to work. Yes

SR 83547 Yes 6-15 mi Yes This really needs to become a reality No
SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi Yes New Meadows has one. And very successful. And it is free. The amount of $ I'm willing to pay is minimal. And not to Walco. I'm 

not impressed with their efforts thus far.
Yes

SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi Yes The more the better.  I currently storage my recycling until I am going to New Meadows (great facility, Im in Riggins), it works 
but is inconvenient and hard to sell to my neighbors.

Yes

SR 83549 Yes 15+ mi No Our business uses between 75-125 cases of cardboard per week 52 weeks out of the year. We feel strongly that we need a 
recycling program, but would like to see a pick up service as we do not have time to load up and drop off for at least 6 months 
out of the year during our busy seasons. For this we would consider paying a small fee, but it depends on how much. It can be a 
self sufficient system if the pick up company gets paid by a recycling plant for their material. If we had to pay a substantial 
amount, we would have to see a reduction in our regular garbage pick up fees.

Yes

SR 83549 Yes 15+ mi Yes It needs to happen very soon and be in partnership with a retail/resale site for reusable items of all kinds. Yes
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I already take my recycles from Riggins to New Meadows.  It would be wonderful to have a facility closer. Yes
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I would be willing to pay if the garbage fees were reduced accordingly, as they should be with much less waste. Yes
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes If it's done correctly, a recycling system should pay for itself in savings and income. Yes
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes It is definitely needed.  We could decrease the cost of hauling everything to a land fill and get the most good out of all products 

that can be recycled.  Count us in support of recycling!!
Yes

SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Recycling should not just be a feel good effort. The recycling should be cost effective & not waste transportation fuel to 
ultimately make the garbage bills higher with no real benefit to the environment. In other words, if the garbage is still essentially 
higher energy footprint garbage in the end, but it appears that it was recycled it is not practical. Any localized use of garbage to 
eliminate transporting it as far as regular garbage is moved presently would be an appropriate recycling effort. Or eliminating 
toxic waste in landfills adds to the cost benefit.  Anyhting is certainly better than the open trash bins around the county that do 
not have the capacity to contain the weekly garbage that is dumped there so they are full over the brim more than 1/2 of the 
time.  Tell the garbage contractor he is required to have more bins & that they have to clean up the areas around the bins where 
the waste blows around because they are not providing adequate holding capacity.

Yes
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SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi No I know we ALL need to recycle as much as we can to help all of us.  I think the county should have recycling centers close to 
each town to better take care of the items that can be recycled.  REcycling centers might be more cost effective than land fills 
and hauling all that recycled stuff to the land fills.  I would be interested in knowing how much $ it would cost to support a 
recycling center here in Riggins...I could answer question 4 better if I had a figure to go by.

Yes

SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi No Recycling centers normally pay you for your material. Yes
SR 83549 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes Currently drive into Adams or Ada County to recycle No
SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi Yes The only reason I said no on volunteering is my husband does road construction and we go around the state.  I never know 

where we are going to live!
No

SR 83549 Yes 15+ mi No Please initiate one! No
SR 83549 Yes 15+ mi Yes there is nothing in the Riggins area.  New Meadows & Grangeville are too far. No
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We all need to do our part to help recycling in our communities! No
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes There is too much waste and too little control.  Dumpsters are full of toxic and hazardous materials. People tear down old 

homes to build new, and take the refuse to dumpsters that would be fined for such violations elsewhere. Perhaps monitoring 
equipment (web cameras) could be considered for future planning.

No

SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes We already drive to New Meadows and Boise to recycle. Have been doing this for many years already. No
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I just would like access to one so we can all help keep America beautiful. No
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi Yes Make it convenient.  Provide recycle containers to separate. No
SR 83549 Yes Up to 1 mi Yes We would want the recycle center close to our town. Don't want to have to drive a long way. No
SR 83549 Yes Up to 1 mi No Let us get dumpsters close to the town of Riggins, so we don't have to drive 10 miles No
SR 83549 Yes 6-15 mi No TAX PAYERS CAN'T AFFORD ADDITIONAL COST. No
SR 83549 Yes 2-5 mi Yes City residents are already paying an additional fee on county taxes for white goods or those items that do not fit within a green 

cart.  But would still be willing to support recycling each time monitored dumpster is used for anything else.  Also the county 
should consider allowing residents to drop off hazardous waste such as computer monitors, paint, batteries, thinner, chemicals, 
etc at least once per year at no charge.  If you charge for these type of things, they will just be placed in regular garbage stream 
which will harm our environment.

N/R

SR 83554 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I'll help any way I can..just ask! Yes
SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi Yes We really need one, especially with issues associated with dumpsters, mess left at dumpsters, and removal of dumpsters. Also 

if there is reimbursement for things like aluminum cans, there are people who will pick up the cans and help reduce litter along 
highways for a little extra spending $$.

Yes

SR 83554 Yes 6-15 mi Yes I think that it should be mandatory that our garbage servicer would also handle recycle. Yes
SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi No I checked 'no' regarding paying to support a recycling effort as we already pay so much for garbage, that I wish the recycling 

efforts could be included in the existing fee.
Yes

SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi No I think any good all-around recycling effort would generate enough money to support itself Yes
SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Bins at the regular dump sites would be easiest to have participation.  It has to be simple for the resident to make it work. No
SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi Yes Having a place to take recycleables would be great.  Currently, with no options for that we just toss everything into the 

dumpsters.
No

SR 83554 Yes 6-15 mi Yes This should be something that comes out cost neutral at some point.  If paying to recycle I would not be willilng to pay a lot. No
SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi No I am unsure what it takes for recycling.  I have heard that we separate but then it is all bundled together not actually recycled 

once it reaches various points.  Unless convinced that it is truly recycled - I would not bother - nor would I pay.  True recycling is 
another matter.  IF I had the additional funds I would not mind paying a small amount - but then our regular garbage fee should 
be reduced.

No

SR 83554 Yes 2-5 mi N/R Over 300 million people and growing? Maybe we should think about conserving our diminishing resources. N/R
SR 83654 Yes 15+ mi Yes need to have a way of separating trees and brush Yes
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SR 83549 No N/R Yes go green! No
NO LOCATION
N/R N/R Yes 6-15 mi No We need one. Idaho County is probably one of the most wasteful counties at this point.  Recycling is a MUST, we should set a 

positive example instead of contributing to the problem.  Recycling of all materials should be a given option.  Not just recycle for 
aluminum and glass.  Something is better than nothing, but we should be given all options for recycling materials.

Yes

N/R N/R Yes 6-15 mi Yes If done properly with recycling at key locations (Cottonwood, Elk City, Riggins, Grangeville, etc.) and located in conjunction with 
garbage transfer, then recycling would cost very little since volume to the landfill is reduced.  Remove all dumpsters!  Either haul 
your garbage and recyclables to these satellite collection points yourself or pay someone to collect it.

Yes

N/R N/R Yes 2-5 mi Yes WE NEED ONE! No
N/R N/R Yes 6-15 mi Yes reasonable support is less than $10.00 per month. And there should not be an additional fee when I show up to unload waste.  

The contractor/operator has to know up front that they can't start adding equipment, employees, etc. after they get the contract 
and then start charging the users for 'unexpected' expenses.

No
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